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Rider Waite Tarot Deck Mini
First issued in 1910, the Rider-Waite Tarot is almost certainly the most widely used tarot card deck in the world. There are 78 tarot cards,
divided into the Major and Minor Arcanas, designed by Pamela Colman Smith in accordance with A. E Waite's instructions. An instructional
booklet by A. E. Waite is included, explaining the tarot card meanings and how to use the cards for divination, with an introduction by
Stuart R. Kaplan.
Now available as the world's smallest tarot deck, this pack of universal Waite tarot uses the drawings of Patricia Colman Smith, recoloured
by Mary Hanson-Roberts.
This ingenious Mega Mini Kit* contains everything needed to conduct a reading, including a complete deck of compact, easy-to-handle Tarot
cards, a fold-out mat for arranging the cards, and an 88-page instruction book. Consumable.
This is a simple book of meanings of all the 78 Rider Waite Smith Tarot cards that will help you understand life. Easy description of cards
are easy to memorise. There are no pictures for copyrights reason. You must procure your own deck to study this subject.
Tarot of Sexual Magic/ Tarot de la Magia Sexual
Everyday Tarot
The Wild Unknown Pocket Tarot
Everyday Tarot Mini Tarot Deck
The Official Companion to the World Famous Original Rider Waite Tarot Deck
Llewellyn's Classic Tarot Deck
The companion to the Original Rider Waite Tarot - the most popular deck in the world. First published in 1910, The Key to the Tarot is the essential guide to unlocking the secrets of tarot from the legendary creator
of the Rider Waite Tarot Deck and renowned scholar of occultism, A. E. Waite. This practical book explains the history and symbolism of the tarot deck as well as providing a step-by-step guide to using the cards
for divination practices. From mapping out your next career move to discovering your true passion in life, this is your key to harnessing the power of the tarot.
IN 1909, ARTIST PAMELA COLMAN SMITH, under the direction of Arthur Edward Waite, created an innovative 78-card tarot deck that would come to be recognized as revolutionary. With descriptive pictures
on the 56 minor Arcana cards, the Rider-Waite deck digressed from the tradition of tarot decks used for centuries and set the standard for nearly every tarot deck published.
Kit includes book and Tarot deck.
/U.S. Games Systems, Inc. Created by Karen Vogel and Vivki Noble, the Motherpeace Tarot deck combines art, history, mythology, folklore, philosophy, science, astrology and comparative religion with an informed
feminist perspective. Cards measure 4 1/2" in diameter. Instr
Angel Answers Oracle Cards
Mini Tarot Card Reading Course
Tarot of the New Vision
African American Tarot/ Afroamericano Tarot
The Alchemical Visions Tarot
Tarot of the Divine

Black cats, pointed hats, and magic brooms, too! Favorable Fortunes for Curious Witches A fun, practical, easy-to-use tarot kit for every
witch. Charming images pair with simple explanations to make this the go-to deck for anyone seeking to learn or practice the tarot. Based on
the classic Rider-Waite deck but updated for the busy modern witch, this tarot has a whimsical air while still being dedicated to the serious
job of providing answers to life's tough questions. Author Deborah Blake brings her friendly, approachable style to a tarot experience that's
focused on the positive.
Discover the Fascinating History and Divinatory Power of the 20th Century's Most Popular Tarot Deck Originally published in 1909 to little
fanfare, the Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot went on to become the bestselling tarot deck of all time. This complete guide shares the compelling
story of the deck's creation, a complete analysis of what each card means, and 78 spreads to help you integrate each card's unique spiritual
energy. Discover how artist Pamela Colman Smith and occultist Arthur Waite combined their knowledge of astrology, Kabbalah, metaphysics,
mythology, and theater to realize their profound vision. Llewellyn's Complete Book of the Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot delves deeply into the
roots of these influential cards, exploring how Waite and Smith brought together an enchanting set of esoteric symbols and formed a magical
deck that has guided, inspired, validated, and challenged the countless readers and seekers who have sought its wisdom.
Unravel the Mysteries of the Classic Marseille Tarot with This Comprehensive, Full-Color Guide Explore the deep symbolism of a frequently
misunderstood deck and use the cards to answer the important questions of life. The Marseille Tarot Revealed explains everything you need to
know to start or deepen your Marseille Tarot practice, including history, decks, readings, spreads, symbols, and much more. Yoav Ben-Dov
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shares the meaning of the Marseille art motifs and specific reading techniques that can be used with any tarot deck to help you tap in to
your own intuition. With full-color illustrations and interpretations for each card, this book is a must-have for anyone who's interested in
one of the world's most influential decks. Note: This book is comprised of material previously published as Tarot: The Open Reading by Yoav
Ben-Dov. Classic Marseille Decks New Marseille Decks The French School The English School Tarot and the New Age Handling the Cards Shuffling
the Deck How to Read The Meaning of Cards Basic Spreads Reverse Cards The Symbolic Language
Discover everything you ever wanted to know about the world's most popular tarot deck. The Ultimate Guide to the Rider Waite Tarot details
the ten most important symbols on each and every card in the deck complete with hundreds of illustrations for easy use. In addition to an
explanation of the symbols, each card is given a brief interpretation by topic: • Primary meaning • Prognosis or tendency • Spiritual meaning
• Love and relationship meaning • Daily meaning • Success and happiness meaning Writing in a convenient format designed for quick reference,
European tarot authorities Johannes Fiebig and Evelin Bürger also provide tips, hints, facts, and lore to improve your reading right away.
Within these pages, you will find the top ten most important: • Ways of using a single card • Tips and rules for interpretation • Facts about
the tarot • Interpretations for each suit • Spread layout techniques
A Beginner's Guide to Card Meanings, Spreads, and Intuitive Exercises for Seamless Readings
Motherpeace Tarot Deck and Book Set
Tiny Tarot Universal Waite Key Chain
The Original Rider Waite Tarot Pack
Exploring Tarot Using Radiant Rider-Waite Tarot
Rider Waite Tarot Deck: Pocket Size

Let the fantastic vision of Guillermo del Toro guide your tarot practice with this sumptuously illustrated deck inspired by the haunting world of the award-winning filmmaker. From
the macabre world of Guillermo del Toro comes a deliciously twisted take on a traditional seventy-eight-card tarot deck. Designed and illustrated by Tomás Hijo, this deck
features sumptuous original artwork inspired by the themes, imagery, and characters of some of del Toro’s most popular films, including Pan’s Labyrinth, Crimson Peak, and The
Shape of Water. Featuring both major and minor arcana, the set also comes with a helpful guidebook explaining each card’s meaning, as well as a simple introduction to creating
and reading spreads. Packaged in a collectible gift box, this imaginative set is the perfect gift for del Toro collectors and tarot enthusiasts alike.
!--[if gte mso 9] ![endif]-- Using the methods of renowned reader Brigit Esselmont, Everyday Tarot blends mysticism with actionable self-help to create a method for building the
life you want, using the ancient wisdom of Tarot. This approachable guide, from the founder of the incredibly popular website Biddy Tarot, brings the allure and guidance of Tarot
to contemporary, goal-focused readers through relatable exercises and an emphasis on intuition. Everyday Tarot takes a fresh approach to a timeless art, giving modern soulseekers the tools they need to access their inner wisdom and create an inspired life, using the cards as their guide. This contemporary approach to Tarot is empowering, uplifting,
powerful, and practical -- instead of seeking to tell the future, this method allows readers to unlock their full potential by connecting more deeply to their own instincts. This unique
book draws on the knowledge of Brigit Esselmont, the founder of Biddy Tarot. Her distinctive approach blends Tarot with personal growth, creating an actionable wellness
practice that speaks to contemporary readers. Beginning with Esselmont's personal story of leaving behind a corporate career to pursue a more grounded, passionate life, this
beautiful and useful volume explains how Tarot really works, with a focus on how we approach the cards and draw on our inner wisdom for guidance. Everyday Tarot moves
through concrete areas of life (career, romantic relationships, major goals) and incorporates exercises and sample spreads, alongside a quick-start guide to reading the cards
that reinforces big picture concepts and builds confidence as readers begin creating powerful and positive change.
An oversize gallery-quality hardcover book featuring all of the finished art from Road's popular tarot, along with full card descriptions in both Spanish and English, as well as
bonus sketches and other material. Featuring body outlaws, endangered cultures, and anti-colonial belief systems, THE NEXT WORLD TAROT envisions a world where justice
relies on respect and revolutionary love. The Fool's Journey is about smashing systematic oppression, owning their truths, being accountable to the people and places that
support them, and taking back a connection to their body that may have been lost through trauma or societal brainwashing. The NEXT WORLD TAROT is a visual spectacle of
both the battle cry and the re-connection between outcasts and their criminalized identities.
Your essential guide to reading tarot cards seamlessly--with confidence and ease Each of us holds gifts deep within and, with tarot, we have the power to unlock those gifts and
make transformative discoveries. For beginner tarot readers, learning the cards--all 78 of them--and understanding how to use spreads may seem daunting. Tarot expert Stefanie
Caponi explains that interpreting the cards is a blend of knowing the card meanings, listening to your heart, and trusting your intuition. In her book, Guided Tarot,she offers easy
exercises to nurture and grow your intuition, not only to understand the cards' universal meanings, but to channel your own meanings. This comprehensive guide also shows you
how to attune your energy to the deck for more accurate readings. Soon you'll be confident in doing readings for yourself and even your friends. Guided Tarot features: • Guided
exercises to strengthen your intuition and tarot interpretation skills. • Tarot card profiles with astrological, numerological, and elemental meanings, guidance for career, love, and
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spiritual life, and reverse card interpretations. • Beginner's tools offering step-by-step advice to prepare for and perform readings along with a variety of introductory spreads to try
• The Celtic Cross explained and deconstructed to help beginners master this popular spread with ease. • Quick reference chart with card images and key upright and reversed
meanings. With Guided Tarot as the companion to your deck, you'll learn more about yourself, get divine guidance with life decisions, and overcome obstacles in your
relationships--all while celebrating your unique gifts and honoring your higher self.
Royo Dark Tarot
Smith-Waite Centennial Deck
Guided Tarot
A Tarot Deck and Guidebook Inspired by the World of Guillermo Del Toro
Tarot

Boxed deck (3 x 5) includes 78-card deck and instructional booklet.
Journey with the enlightened feline and welcome their unique secrets. Cats—cute, mysterious, mischievous, or aloof—seem to live in a world between worlds, a realm of magic and power. Access their
unique wisdom with this beautifully illustrated deck, featuring traditional Rider-Waite imagery and Pagan symbols.
Rider Waite Tarot Deck: Pocket SizeU S Games Systems
There is no better source of magical energy than the primal drive that moves us all. Use this deck as a magical tool to harness and manipulate these passionate, wild, empowering, and playful energies.
A 44-card Deck and Guidebook
Smith-Waite Tarot Deck Borderless
A Simple and Easy Guide
Universal Tarot
The Key to the Tarot
Unlock Your Inner Wisdom and Manifest Your Future

A compact, portable version of Kim Krans' blockbuster New York Times bestselling tarot deck and guidebook, featuring her lush four-color illustrations. Kim Krans is not only a
vanguard of the new tarot movement, but the visionary who is redefining it for the twenty-first century. For a legion of contemporary seekers all over the world, The Wild Unknown
is more than a tarot deck; it's become a resonant life guide, inspiring them to share countless images of their readings, tattoos, and art prints from the deck. Now, Krans' beloved
tarot is available in a pocket-sized edition, packed in a beautiful eco-friendly tin, that can go anywhere. Each of the seventy-eight cards in The Wild Unknown Pocket Tarot is a
work of art that explores the mysteries of the natural world and the animal kingdom. In addition, this gorgeous travel deck features an original bonus Justice card that speaks to
the social movements of our time. Hand drawn in her iconic, mystical style, the deck's striking images invite deep contemplation. The Wild Unknown guidebook is a condensed
version of the original--a hand-lettered and fully illustrated guide that leads readers through the steps of a reading, from shuffling and cutting the deck to creating spreads to
reading the tarot, including accessible interpretations for all seventy-eight individual cards. Infused with all the mystery, glamour, and allure that made her original deck a cult
sensation, The Wild Unknown Pocket Tarot will introduce a new audience to the magic of the tarot and is a keepsake collectible sure to delight Krans' longtime fans.
Here, the Hierophant becomes the High Priest, Wheel of Fortune becomes Wheel of the Year, and Judgement becomes Karma. Based on the traditional Rider-Waite-Smith deck
and filled with images that speak to today's magickal practitioner, witchcraft takes center stage in this stunning deck designed by highly respected Witch and Tarot reader Ellen
Dugan. Featuring the vibrant artwork of award-winning artist Mark Evans, Witches Tarot is the perfect combination of Tarot and the Craft. In addition to card descriptions and
meanings, Dugan's companion guide features spell-enhancing spreads—such as the Triple Goddess Spread, the Four Elements Spread, and the Wheel of the Year Spread—that
you can use in both Tarot readings and magickal practice.
The beginner will find a logical step-by-step guide for each Arcanum and a series of divinatory spreads for various types of problems. The expert, using the individual symbolic
references of the elements hidden until now, will draw suggestions and inspiration for a better understanding of the Tarot's limitless and magical horizon. Book jacket.
Now you can take Tarot with you - wherever you go. The world's smallest tarot deck is package in this tiny key chain.
The Original Rider Waite Tarot Deck
Learning the Tarot
Llewellyn's Complete Book of the Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot
Hardcover Art Collection
Motherpeace Tarot
Next World Tarot
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An exquisite exploration of the dark, self-transformative power of the tarot archetypes from a world-renowned artist and tarot enthusiast This is tarot deck and book that will help you plumb the
depths of your soul, expose the powerful even frightening aspects of the human psyche, and teach you to cultivate self-realization. Arthur Taussig, the creator of the Alchemical Visions Tarot, is a
renowned artist and polymath: a physicist, photographer, filmmaker, and musician whose artwork has been exhibited in 300 exhibitions worldwide. His complex imagery explores the theme of the
Hero's Journey throughout the major and minor arcana and reveals often overlooked psychological implications of many of the tarot archetypes. Each card is presented as a key to cultivating selfawareness and self-realization. While the Alchemical Visions Tarot falls in the tradition of the Waite and Marseilles decks, it moves past preconceived notions of race of and gender. It is a deck that
all serious tarot enthusiasts and spiritual seekers will want to explore for themselves.
Reprint of the 78-card tarot deck published in 1968 and based on Pamela Colman Smith's designs.
A guide to the most popular tarot deck provides lists of the ten most significant points for interpretation; examines each card, including its ten most important symbols; and outlines spreads.
The Everyday Tarot Kit offers a fresh approach to Tarot, with a modern, beautifully illustrated deck, a helpful guide to the cards, and a beautiful keepsake box. Everyday Tarot brings a new
perspective to the cards, giving modern soul-seekers the tools they need to access their inner wisdom and create an inspired life. This charming package, featuring stunning cards and a magnetic
closure, will appeal to Tarot veterans and novices alike! This kit includes: A 78-card Tarot deck, with fully-illustrated, 2.5 X 3.5-inch cards. An 88-page mini book, with card meanings and sample
spreads. A magnetic-closure keepsake box for card storage.
A Complete Guide to Symbolism, Meanings & Methods
Tarot to Go!
A Tarot Book for Beginners
78 Keys to Unlock Your Subconscious Mind
Everyday Witch Tarot Book
A Journey Through the History, Meaning, and Use of the World's Most Famous Deck

The culture of two continents blends together in this one-of-a-kind tarot deck-creating a fresh perspective on what it means to be African-American. Publisher Review: Although actually more focused on African myth and lore
rather than African American contributions to civilization, this deck is a wonderful introduction to both explorations as well as being close enough to the RWS tradition as to be useful as a divination tool for any Tarot reader.
Great for those interested in African culture and pride, as well as for meditation and past life regressions. In-Depth Review: This deck is terrific, a wonderful resource to begin learning about African culture and history. Each card
has an image [read more]
A "how-to" book with 19 lessons and numerous exercises, beginning with the basics and gradually moving into advanced concepts so that you can learn to read the tarot at your own pace. Includes interpretations for all the cards.
The author first presented this course on the Internet, and continues to provide website support for students with questions. 178 illustrations using the popular Waite deck. Appendix. Bibliography. Index.
This deck/book set provides everything you need to understand tarot. The full-size deck is a vibrantly recolored version of the classic Rider-Waite deck, updated with subtle shading that gives depth to the familiar tarot scenes.
The 272-page, user-friendly handbook with full-color illustrations is perfect for beginners as well as experienced readers who want to refresh their tarot skills.
A guide that shows how to interpret various Tarot spreads, handle cards, prepare for a reading, distinguish the elements of a great reading and identify what the Tarot can--and can't--do for you.
The Marseille Tarot Revealed
A Deck and Guidebook Inspired by Deities, Folklore, and Fairy Tales from Around the World
The Ultimate Guide to the Rider Waite Tarot
Tiny Universal Waite Tarot Deck of 78 Cards
Tarot Del Toro
Albano-Waite Tarot Deck
The drawings in the Motherpeace Round Tarot deck and book set reflect Goddess and earth-based cultures from all over the world and throughout history.
First issued in 1910, this pack contains almost certainly the most widely used Tarot deck in the world, along with an invaluable instructional book, THE
KEY TO THE TAROT, which explains the history and usage of the cards of which there are 78 divided into
Impress your clients with the Universal Tarot Professional Edition. The larger cards make reading quicker, and the high quality card stock and coating
ensure a long life. A must for teachers and workshop leaders!
Pamela Colman Smith's beloved tarot artwork, created in 1909 under the direction of Arthur E. Waite, is now presented in a borderless format for a more
immersive reading experience. This 84-card deck includes four extra cards with reproduction samples of Pixie's non-tarot artwork, including two
watercolor paintings "Catch Me" and "Duet"; the Lovers illustration from the play Deirdre; and an illustration from the sheet music for "Christmas
Carol." The deck comes with an instruction booklet.
The Rider Tarot Deck
Tarot of the Pagan Cats / Tarot de Los Gatos Paganos
Witches Tarot
The Complete Kit
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